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0.1 Final Notes

While Diamond Spark and Deep Stone would use their unicorn magic to reheat Starlight Glimmer’s writing
utensil, Moon Pie would ask more questions about what she was writing on her gigantic keepsake box. ”You
didn’t use any of these spells on any previous run, why will it work next run?”

The memoryplate carrier was almost solid oak, but the wheels were up to the task of sliding over less
than perfect floors. On the side with nothing written last run, she put the details of a mostly-safe longer term
mind control spell. After she had written this to her younger, mortal self she answered the darkly coated
earth pony mare. ”The definition of insanity, is doing the same thing and expecting different results. I expect
to get different results because we’ve not been happy with the past. Not any of them.”

After about two lines of text had been added, the chunk of cast iron needed to be reheated to just shy
of glowing red. Sometimes levitation of things that hot wasn’t as reliable as room temperature things so a
handle had been attached, its ceramic honey comb layers remained consistent and also cooler, and Glimmer
focused on only levitating that piece as she turned it over to be reheated.

”It’s like, six years before you send it back, and you can’t test it until you recharge it right?” Moon Pie
watched the text smoke and smolder but did not otherwise take note of the surroundings. Flurry Heart and
the alicorn stallion usually went flying somewhere exotic, and thus far away, in the middle of Fridays.

”Sometimes researching the further details takes a while, and I don’t want to be rushed when I’m prepar-
ing to make major timeline changes.” So saying, the immortal unicorn started writing the names of two
soldier’s daughters, who would be of age at that time, and willing to talk one on one with Starlight, who
according to the allegations in these sparse notes, was to ensorcel them into staying and being slaves.

”Why did you leave it blank last time?”

Starlight’s magic faltered, the metal tip warbled mid-air. The group was outside Starlight’s own room,
and the crystalline material Twilight’s castle was made of probably wouldn’t melt, but nevertheless she con-
centrated on regaining some control over her emotions before answering or writing anything. ”I screwed up
last time. Got my previous set of wooden notes blown up.”

”Can’t you send your notes back to some time earlier?”

Now Starlight had to set the writing tool down. When the floor started to smoke one of the unicorn
stallions lifted it up for her. She was biting her lip, tears forming. ”I don’t dare. I don’t think.” Starlight
looked over the wooden cube with polished corners and polished sides. It could work, but I can’t move it back
more than once. ”There’s already a heavy burden on the fabric of space and time. Bending the threads cut
loose could cause something to break loose.” In an ideal world, that would cause history to skip the human
and probably kill or banish him eternally. But in most realities that would damage, even end the universe
Equestria sits in. Although at least we wouldn’t feel anything as the rubberband went ’snap’.

Aloud, she just said ”Time spells are high-energy things, not to be trifled with.” while she tried to guess if
the ponies would, any of them, notice that three hundred years went by in literally the blink of an eye if this
failed badly.



Chapter 1

Run Five, Beginning

Just as Fluttershy swooped in, hovering in front of princess Twilight Sparkle, she jumped straight up and
tried to hide behind a ceiling fan. This was because there had been an arcane ’pop’ as Celestia had appeared
in the room, also hovering though there was scarce room. Not only was Celestia here, she had turned from
Twilight to shout at the yellow pegasus ”Fluttershy!”

”Ce . . . Cel . . . Celestia?” Twilight managed to stammer. The elder princess turned back to the younger,
and stared harshly for almost a second.

Without any further explanation Celestia shouted ”Twilight!” to which the younger princess began to
hover also. ”You two need to find Starlight Glimmer immediately! I’m going to retrieve the human. Fluttershy!”
The elder princess again turned, eyes boring holes into the not very well hidden pegasus. ”Which way is your
cottage?” She commanded. Fluttershy eased out into the air, and oriented herself so when she pointed out,
it was indeed pretty much aimed at some point on her property, thought having just weaved through some
open windows and not one door, the poor disconcerted flier was disoriented.

”Is he dangerous?” She managed to squeak out.

Celestia didn’t answer right away. Softly, she did answer, saying ”Yes, but only if we mistreat him. I’m
going to introduce myself, and if what I was told is right, you will need to be an important part of keeping him
under control.” Still hovering, the alicorn rotated to face Twilight again, adding ”I’ll make sure there’s enough
booze to make it all possible, but you will have to find some ponies willing to.” She stopped, seemingly unable
to finish her thought.

”Booze? Cider?” Twilight was confused, and unsure if she was supposed to be afraid, or needed to be
brave for either the country, or just her mentor.

”Or whisky if you like. But I need to introduce myself, and I’m going to let Starlight get you up to speed.”
So saying, her horn illuminated, and the resulting disturbance from so large a pony teleporting out of so
small a room pulled a bookshelf over, and four small books were pulled off their shelves to the floor from the
opposite side of the room. At least nothing fragile broke.

Twilight mentally shrugged, outwardly pointed, and together the two remaining ponies flew towards
Starlight Glimmer’s quarters.

1.1 Future Problems

”No, no. It says I was to expect Heavy Boots and Artillery Tread, not the princess herself.” Starlight pointed
at some chicken scratch that had been artfully burnt into a mostly empty square to one side of a wooden box.

The scratched letters were related to Ponish, and in the margins of the notes was clearly a spell, which
flabbergasted Twilight when she finally realized what she was seeing. ”That’s a mind control spell.” An
accusing glare accompanying her next words, the princess told her student ”What would cause our princess
to let you give yourself this spell?”

The deeper purple unicorn nodded, trying to assuage her mentor’s fears. ”I’m only putting it on the
human’s roommates. They’ll respond as if they were slaves but all the rest of town will understand only
they’re assistants, sent to help him adjust to pony life.”
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”Can’t he make them his slaves himself? Without the magic?” Fluttershy was trying to remain on the
ground, and keep her heart normal and her tone level, but if she thought her cottage was devoid of visitors
she would have already bolted to hide there.

Looking querilously at her box, Starlight just answered with ”Apparently we don’t want to do that. Celestia
made some serious mistakes and we almost lost control of the adjusted timeline.” Now she was grimacing at
her abbreviated scratch letters, and said ”We’ll need to put a moderately sound proof door just outside the
sunroom on the southwest upper floor, and drag three beds into it.”

Twilight considered the count of it, and the number of slaves he would be assigned shortly. Her nose
went down as far as her right eyebrow went up. ”Why does he need his slaves to stay and be in his own
room?” Starlight was grinding her teeth as she looked to her mentor, trying to find the words to assemble
into an answer.

Meanwhile at the cottage

”You’re a pony.”

Celestia nodded. ”Yes. This is probably different than where you came from, but anything with hooves is
considered to be intelligent.”

”A talking pony.” Which might not have been quite so embarrassing for anyone but the human had, upon
seeing the equine standing some twenty feet from the building had patted in on the forehead, wiggling the
horn to see if it was glued on or indeed a natural feature, and walking past, hand on side, had looked to see
if wandering fingers would be rejected, but they only earned a spoken ’hello there’ from the tail’s owner.

”That’s right. So I figured out what you were trying to do, and I suppose, since nopony is watching, we
can find a bucket or something for you to stand on, if you want to keep going.”

***

After the couple had found some way to satisfy the interloper’s initial craving, the princess suggested ”I
don’t expect I’ll be able to see you again; I’m usually quite busy, and not in this part of the country.” The
human tried to answer, but only a couple of nonsense sounds came out. ”Let’s walk into town and see where
you could sleep; maybe someone there will take a fancy to your body shape.”

Meanwhile at Twilight’s Castle

”Because I don’t want to just grab random mares who might never forgive me and I don’t have time to sift
through a bunch of future memories he might be here any moment.” Starlight was pleading with Applejack
and Rarity as their business models could sustain an unexpected day or three off most easily of Twilight’s
friends. Or at least that’s what Starlight was trying to imply.

”Grab that Lyra jenny; she ain’t got a job but wander around looking sad in her hooded sweatshirt.”
Applejack was practically steaming mad but didn’t want to erupt into a shouting match in front of so many
trustworthy ponies.

Rarity was taking it better but not better enough to actually be taking it, or the tea that had been offered
”Dear I do believe I can get mz. Pomel to fill in here; some of my clientele have almost” She lowered her nose
to scowl out from under her brows ”Almost, I point out, implied that she had accepted bits to help a pony out
in that way.”

Starlight took a breath, held it, and sat down, holding her eyes shut too. ”We don’t need another mare in
a few days.” Finally exhaling, she opened her eyes again, and looked at these two mares in front of her. ”I’ll
let you out, give you the debuff in a day or two, I promise.”

It took too much time, but eventually they acquiesced and followed Starlight Glimmer to the second
floor, and first Applejack followed her around the impromptu wall into what had been made into a makeshift
bedroom. ”The door don’t cover the hole in the wall. That really your plan?”

Starlight nodded, and offered a hug to the earth pony. She declined, and instead waved the unicorn on
to completion. Starlight smiled faintly at this, and energized her horn, which caused all of Applejack to glow,
as if this were a levitation spell. When Applejack gasped, her pupils shrinking, Starlight spoke. ”Everything
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the human does is normal and does not bother you. You want to help him feel comfortable in Equestria. If
Starlight Glimmer, or Twilight Sparkle tell you to do a thing, you must do that thing specifically as you were
told.”

The glow faded, and Applejack smacked her lips a few times, looking around the cul-de-sac that had
two cots and a bed. ”Think he’ll feel comfortable here? I could make some space in my hay barn.” But her
attention whipped to the unicorn when she replied.

”There are some spells that will make this more suitable, such as a sound dampener. Why don’t you wait
out in the hall while Rarity and I have a chat about the human.” Without hesitation the earth pony turned
and trotted out. As Starlight was waiting inside the ”room” she couldn’t hear what Applejack, but she pointed
with a front hoof at the opening behind her, and Rarity looked over Applejack’s back to make eye contact
with Starlight before turning to ask something of Applejack, who raised her head smartly, and after a breath
nodded before pointing again.

Rarity hesitated in every step but did make her way past the sound shield. An experienced magic user,
she noticed the sudden shift and looked up, and around her as she crossed the invisible shield. ”Oh. So I
don’t get to hear what she said when the spell descended on her.” Carefully sitting against the wall/door, she
added ”Nor she, what I say in response.”

Starlight focused on staying as calm as possible, saying ”It might be you two will different directives. I’m
not going to specify if you do or don’t. Again, don’t worry we won’t leave you in here long.” And with that,
again she energized her spell, and as it enveloped her, Starlight said to the entranced mare, ”The human is
your friend, and you want to help him feel comfortable. But if a princess gives you an order you have to follow
that order regardless of who it makes uncomfortable. You can’t believe I would ever lie about what I heard a
princess tell me, especially if I was asked to pass those words to you.”

With that over, Rarity blinked a bit at Starlight, as if it was suddenly too bright. ”Was that it, then?”

Starlight nodded, and started walking out. ”We should go see if the human has arrived in town yet. I’m at
least slightly sure Celestia herself will be bringing him personally.” Which caused Rarity to practically jump
into the air before falling into an almost normal walking rhythm beside Starlight. Once the three of them
were in the hallway headed to the stairwell, she casually said ”Can I ask you two something?”

Applejack whipped her head around smartly, making eye contact as she continued to walk down the
hallway. ”Yes.” Whereas Rarity responded with a more genteel monosyllabic affirmative.

”Do either of you remember what your instructions were? I just am curious if it’s a nagging suspicion at
the back of your head, or if you’re comparing everything you see and do with the exact words I spoke.”

Which again, got a precise and direct answer from Applejack of ’exact words’ where Rarity stared thought-
fully off into the distance, where she lost her smile, and peering back with utmost caution at Starlight, finally
said ”Yes. I know what you said, and while I would caution another pony who thought someone did that to
them, I can’t imagine it as anything but a simple, unyielding truth, the way you put it.” As the trio started
going down the stairs she finally regained her walking pace, but asked ”Can I ask a question of you, then?”

Starlight, looking glassy eyes, swallowed hard and replied ”No, I don’t think so.”

Which caused Applejack to completely straighten her neck again, as she said ”Okay, then!”

1.2 First Meeting, Again

”There, coming in on that road.” Starlight pointed, and tried to not say anything too loudly, but Celestia was
fairly obvious even at four hundred hooves distant, and several other ponies in town had noticed she was
walking alone.

The two enscorelled mares immediately picked up a trot, with Rarity holding her head high, searching for
her friend she hadn’t met yet. ”Where is he?”

”Ah assume it’s the shamblin’ pile o’ mud.” Applejack pointed with her nose, and the trio could make out
a biped, hands in pocks of what was supposed to be a jacket but it had been stained by nearly every plant
in the swamp, it seemed. The pants were various colors of drying mud. But the mane and forelock seemed
relatively free of mud, assuming that shade of brown was natural. As it didn’t match any of the browns of the
mud on his person, it seemed right to assume that.
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Celestia stopped, and seeing the trio, pointed a hoof at Starlight, and turned to say something to the
biped, who tried to make out the indicated ponies. Rarity reared up on her hind legs for a moment, and AJ
just shot a hoof up in the air, waving frantically. When the biped started walking their way, Celestia launched
herself into the air and shouted to the assembling ponies ”Another time, friends!” and flew away.

Several pegasi made as if to follow, but she used magic to augment her flight once she was facing away
from town. Not enough to create a rainboom at ground level but there was a fair bit of turbulence, and within
seconds she was traveling faster, while climbling no less, than any resident of Ponyville who wasn’t Rainbow
Dash could fly.

The human had a flat face, except for that nose. Starlight thought she remembered something about the
humans on Sunset’s side of the mirror, but this individual before them seemed taller, and plainer, and . . .
something else.

He patted Rarity on the shoulder as she circled around him, and then laid the flat of his hand, not the
frog as ponies called it but palm, as if he was a tree, against AJ’s forehead, who held still for the greeting.
Starlight held out her front right, with the hoof hanging down, which would be interpreted by a pony for a
request to kiss the blessed hoof or something; but the human, as she rembered they did, grabbed her fetlock
and shook her leg, instead of her hoof. Close enough.

”The pony sized flying horse said I would be staying with you three? Can I ask something you’ll think is
really dumb?”

Rarity jumped in with ’we should do something about this mud, dear.’ but Applejack answered the
question with ”Shucks no harm in asking, specially when you’re new round these parts.”

”Are you all really short, or was that one unusually tall?” He casually pointed a thumb to the space
behind him, in case we’d forgotten where he might have seen a tall pony.

”That, there was a princess. Princess are all . . . well, nearly all taller than the normal ponies you’ll see
day to day.” Applejack was still standing, looking at the human with no judgement, good or bad, but not
quite a blank stare either.

Rarity had already started back to Twilight’s castle. ”Yes dear we’re staying here too I can show you
around, let’s start with what we can cover you with that isn’t three quarters mud, hmm?”

Wary of how she had constructed commands that hinged on her every word, Starlight Glimmer held her
tongue, and simply nodded, and pointed a hoof at the castle. There were several ponies who were following the
human since he had been walking with the Princess but they were still keeping their distance from anything
this strange. So when the human and his roommates went into the castle, Starlight waved to the crowd, and
closed the door.

***

Twilight was using a remote-viewing spell to see through the walls and watch her friends help the hu-
man out of his mud splattered clothing and into the bathtub. She thought the two mares were responding
differently, enough so that perhaps they had been given different commands. Rarity paused occassionally,
and seemed to try to correct the human as to how ponies spoke of such things. Applejack scarcely blinked,
even when the human’s flagpole stiffened and he went straight for her tail with his face. Rarity made a point
of looking away but didn’t run away, rather she seemed to be talking to the wall, perhaps about the propriety
of being intimate too soon.

Then she was magically sewing Twilight’s bath towels together to make a sort of poncho for him once he
was dried off. When the human invited Rarity to snuggle with him on the bed, and seemed to be falling asleep
with his face in her mane, she dropped the spell and found Starlight behind her, dripping with sweat.

”This is, I’m pretty sure, way different than the other timelines.” She sounds scared. What did she write
to herself? But outwardly Twilight kept her expression neutral, and levitated a tea pot out of a cupboard.
Considering they were in a small study, essentially a broom closet with a table and quills and ink instead of
brooms, this seemed to surprise Starlight at least a little.

”I’d ask you to teleport the tea in, but it looks like that mind control spell took a lot out of you.” So
saying, she levitated, she was pretty sure, the kitchen sink into running cold water, and then teleported what
should, if she did it right, about half a pot’s worth of water just above the pot in her levitation field now. It
mostly worked, but the pot was nearly full and that meant she’d overdone the rate for the cold water. She
looked into the pot carefully to make sure she hadn’t teleport dishwater or something, and Starlight backed
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up a couple steps so she could see to turn the faucet off. ”This will take a while.” She started pouring energy
into heating the pot, but not so much she couldn’t concentrate on what her student had to say.

”I was sloppy the last time. It turns out the more energy you put into being specific about what the
command does, the more nearly normal the pony can act all the rest of the time.” She took a deep breath,
and looked over her wet hide, and carefully sat down. ”Also I remember how bad the hangover was so I’m
hoping this won’t be like that.”

”Well, don’t worry about this being different. If it was the same, we’d get the same result, right?” Starlight
nodded, flinging drops of sweat in several directions.

Starlight yawned, suddenly aware of how much it had taken out of her to cast those two spells. With half
lidded eyes, she told Twilight ”Look I need to tell you too, the notes, and Celestia confirmed she was told,
that in this all goes toes-up colicky, that we need to surrender to the human. Let him do and take literally
whatever he” Again she yawned. ”What he wants and we’ll try better next.”

Twilight had rarely exerted herself that much, but she recognized the signs. Pointing down the hall at a
room that didn’t have a purpose or any contents yet, she teleported a couple dry bath towels into it. Probably.
And told Starlight ”Go dry off and make a cot with the towels and I’ll get you later when you can see straight.”

She obligingly stumbled into the room, needing to use a fetlock to open the door since she had forgotten
how to levitate. She’ll need a half hour, tops. Walking over to close the door behind her exhausted student,
she stared down the hall to the kitchen, and teleported some tea to make herself a pot all to herself.

1.3 Debuff, Refine, Buffup

”Wait, he was doing what?” Rainbow’s voice rose to it’s highest, scratchiest refusal.

Applejack, now free of Starlight’s hastily constructed spell, was sipping on a glass of spiced cider. She
didn’t look up from her cup as she repeated for the assembled friends ”Rarity’s back legs were balanced over
his shoulders and he was making slurping sounds under her tail.”

”And you didn’t think I was doing anything unusual?” Rarity’s ’throne’ was covered in pillows, pads and
blankets as she had strained and pulled several important muscles and ligaments trying to find what position
the human actually liked best.

”If he thought it was reasonable to prepare for his bath that way than I figured you two had it straightened
out.” Applejack closed her eyes so she could avoid rasing her gaze from her cup.

Fluttershy was coiled in on herself, like a cat sitting on her chair, front legs crossed, lips agape but she
managed to keep too much of her sense of horror from reaching the rest of her body. At least too much,
but she couldn’t unglue her wing to point at Rarity as she managed to stammer out ”He doesn’t like to do
anything weird, I mean, like dangerous does he?”

Rarity eased back into her blanket and against the chair’s back and breathed a couple times before
replying. ”Without the particulars of that spell I probably would have scared him off but even if I hadn’t he
seemed mostly satisfied mounting a mare from behind, and behind closed doors.”

”Except for the times when it was out on the balcony.” Applejack was forced to look up from her cup as it
was empty, and the bottle of mulled wine Twilight had promised hadn’t been opened yet as she and Starlight
were talking to Celestia, who had arrived just before this meeting was scheduled to start.

”Well, what does he like?” Pinkie was nibbling on a marshmellow ricecake, but had stopped between each
square piece to collect and eat all the crumbs that were sticking to her coat.

Both the formerly enscorcelled mares paused for a long moment while they considered their answer.
Rarity’s was ”Mostly it’s not asking if you’re ready, or if now is a good time.”

While Applejack eventually looked up and said ”using his tongue first.” After a moment she added ”Three
different times he asked if I was off pee. The two times I said yes he followed so he could watch and clean me
up.” Then as she looked around the table, her eyes rested on Pinkie Pie’s, which prompted her to ask ”Did he
tell you the parable of the milkshake?”

The other earth pony nodded, adding verbal assent to the motion. ”I had brought up a bowl of oatmeal
and was talking about ice cream and things you can make with it, and he walks around to hug me and
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scratch my lower chest.” A forehoof reached out to indicate the audiences disbelief, which she indicated by
saying ”I mean, it’s not like I itched there, but I guess he was just seeing if I’d be weirded out if he went,
y’know. . . ”

”Exploring.” offered Rarity, unmoving now that she had achieved temporary comfort.

”Yeah, but I figured if you two were asked I should try to be normal about it. So, anyway” Pinkie shifted
in her seat, vaccuuming up her crumbs and setting the ricecake back onto her plate. ”He starts tracing the
edge of my ear and asks if he could tell me about something he’d like to see me eat. When I asked if he
meant food or something else he unsheaths and did you know stallions relax, I mean relax a lot, when they’re
drunk?”

Fluttershy mumbled ”I saw Applejack and the human in a hallway in the afternoon. He must not be very
big back there if you can avoid scraping him with your teeth.”

Pinkie dismissed her concerns with a snort. ”Almost nothing came out; I woulda worried I did it wrong
but he was so happy afterwords I almost offered again today.”

A door slammed open, and Twilight Sparkle came in at a trot, with another bottle of mulled wine. She
stopped suddenly, seeing the first one unopened. Starlight Glimmer trotted on past, levitating a vertible
chalice of some kind, dark stained wood with basic carvrings and a tall stem to hold her drink off the table.
”Go ahead and open it we’re going to need the reinforcement since it looks like it’s going to get weird.” So
saying, she force-levitated the cork out of the first bottle, and poured herself a glass, or rather woodfull.

Once Twilight was seated and everybody had gotten a glass with at least a few drops, both Fluttershy
and Applejack had only a few ounces of the alcoholic beverage poured which prompted Starlight to fill her
vessel to the fullest. ”I’m sorry about the interruption, girls. Celestia personally brought out his, I mean, the
human, he has new roommates.”

”And I’ve learned to refine my words, thank you two for not killing yourselves, then or now.” Starlight
said after gulping down some wine.

”Do we really want them thinking any hay-cutting thing is ’normal’?” Applejack glared at the unicorn
over her glass of wine, and Rarity added ”In public, and unannounced, at the very least.”

”Do we have to play along with the weirdness? And if so, the roommate’s form of weird, or the human’s
version of the tale?” Fluttershy, ever concerned with looking normal, and not offending by being weird, asked
the most direct question first.

Twilight nodded and told the group ”We’re going to have to cover for them a couple times because he
seems to disbelieve he’s grown up and moved out of the parent’s basement yet. Wild parties aside we’re
hoping a year” This word caused Rarity to choke on her dainty sip of wine, and Pinkie giggled into her glass,
causing several bubbles to form and float a distance before popping. ”or two from now he’ll completely hide
his unrestrained side while still seeking satisfaction from the ponies here in town.”

Starlight plunked her wooden chalice down without spilling whatever contents remained. ”There is one
tiny weird thing. He responds badly to the new gals if they have the wrong name. I was up all night figuring
out how to prevent him from kicking one of them out in the next year and here’s the deal.” She had been
aiming her eyes simply across the table, all the way through the wall and aimed at nopony. But now she
stoped to make eye contact with each of the mares in attendence. ”Heavy Boots will go by Heavy. All the time.
And Artillery Tread will be Treads. Always Treads. Heavy and Treads are staying with the human until.” She
paused and looked at Twilight for guidance.

”I didn’t make anything up.” The alicorn answered with some concern. ”Celestia suggested they were
here for training but you nixed that.”

Starlight swallowed, her head nodding slightly with the deliberate effort. ”I know that her third suggestion
was going to be the good one but I was laying the spell on Boots when she. I mean, Heavy. I was meeting
with Heavy as she got off the sky wagon when Celestia would have named her third idea aloud.”

Twilight blinked rapidly. A deep silence could be heard as she racked her brain for the order the sugges-
tions came in. ”The fourth one was they were college students but I nixed that because it won’t be long before
he realizes there’s no college campus in town.”

”The second was she started to suggest just saying these were the replacement marefriends but that’s I
guess too confrontational. I saw him getting mad and leaving to find his own marefriends.”
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Twilight’s face scrunched up in concentration for just a moment, as she added ”The next thing out of her
mouth was just the idea of visiting relatives.” Looking over at Starlight she waved a hoof in dismissal of this
idea, saying ”But they’ll almost never leave the room.”

But Starlight was nodding, saying ”Visiting relatives it is. We’ll need to decide who the relatives are since
eventually he’s going to ask.” Fluttershy asked if any of them needed to not speak to them, or not mention
particular ponies to the visitors, since Pinkie had mentioned receiving a greeting in a dream to Rarity, who
had broken down into tears for no clear reason. Starlight answered Fluttershy with ”Just me. My word is law
to them so I’m going to stay hidden or at least keep quiet. So.” Again she looked at each mare, and asked
of them ”If you talk about me, especially if you realize you’re about to quote me, make sure to attribute it to
some other pony, or just a generic pony from a certain day.”

Applejack raised one eyebrow, Rarity scrunched hers together, but Pinkie got off her chair to stand next
to Starlight Glimmer and hug her, saying ”Okay random friendly pony.” before striding and smiling back to
her chair, where she picked up her sweetened ricecake again.


